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Philippine authorities and deepening a diplomatic row
over the treatment of domestic workers in the state. The two
nations had been working to resolve differences sparked by
the murder of a Philippine maid, whose body was found
stuffed in her employer’s freezer in Kuwait earlier this year.

But relations plunged after the Philippines released videos
last week of embassy staff helping Filipino workers flee from
allegedly abusive employers, which Kuwait called a violation
of its sovereignty. Philippine Foreign Secretary Alan Peter
Cayetano apologized, but Kuwaiti officials announced
Wednesday they were expelling Villa and recalling their own
envoy from Manila. Speaking to reporters in Singapore,
Cayetano said he disapproved of the release of the videos but
defended the action of the embassy staff, citing urgency.

Tensions rose earlier this year following the murder of
maid Joanna Demafelis, prompting Duterte to ban Filipina
workers from deploying to Kuwait for work. Relations
appeared to recover after a Kuwaiti court sentenced to death
in absentia a Lebanese man and his Syrian wife for Demafelis’
killing. Following the verdict, Duterte this month announced
plans to visit Kuwait to seal an agreement on workplace safe-
ty guarantees for the Filipinos working in the nation.

But Cayetano on Thursday expressed doubt about the
deal because “the ambassador (of Kuwait)... was suddenly
recalled and is not answering our inquiries at this point in
time”. The proposal sets terms for vacation leaves, food and
custody of passports. Roque also said he does not know what
will happen to the agreement. “I do not know anymore what
will happen to the MOU, I could only surmise. I do not know,
everything is up in the air now with the Kuwaiti ambassador
being recalled and [the] Philippine ambassador being
declared persona non grata,” he said.

Kuwait surprised by memo leak
On Friday, Kuwait expressed surprise after a memo of a

recent meeting between the Kuwaiti ambassador in Manila
and the Philippine foreign minister was circulated by the
Philippine media, Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah
said. The Kuwaiti foreign ministry took note of its Philippine
counterpart’s memo - published by the Philippine media - on
the meeting, Jarallah said in a press statement. Kuwait, repre-
sented by its foreign ministry, has tackled recently strained
relations between both sides with patience and wisdom
through diplomatic channels, he said.

Kuwaiti measures, the latest of which was declaring the
Philippine ambassador persona non grata, came after the
diplomat had received two memos of protest, which included
a request for handing over those involved in acts that under-
mine Kuwait’s sovereignty and are deemed as interference in
its internal affairs and even violate relevant international
agreements and treaties, especially Article 41 of the Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations, Jarallah added.

Jarallah reiterated Kuwait’s rejection to any bid to under-
mine its sovereignty or to interfere in its internal affairs, vow-
ing decisive response in this regard. Laws applied in Kuwait,

where 3.1 million residents of 195 different nationalities live,
ensure their rights and safeguard their security, dignity and
freedom thanks to the country’s fair and independent judici-
ary, he affirmed. The deputy foreign minister pointed to
Kuwait’s willingness to sign the labor agreement with the
Philippines, which was recently initialed by both sides in
Manila, reflecting Kuwait’s keenness on maintaining friendly
relations and joint interests.  

In response to 10 points mentioned in the memo from the
Philippines Foreign Ministry, Jarallah said Kuwait has put in
place a 24-hour emergency hotline, which responds to dis-
tress calls “immediately and effectively”. Phone calls made to
the hotline, managed by the interior ministry, and subsequent
measures, are regularly monitored in order to ensure its effi-
ciency, he underlined.

Kuwait has also created a state-of-the-art shelter for
domestic helpers, providing services and assistance to
those facing problems with their sponsors, such as the
right to accommodation, food, security and liberties. In this
aspect, Kuwait is unique in that it is the only country to
have formed a center of this nature, said Jarallah, mention-
ing that the facility has hosted several global human rights
monitors’ visits.  He also said that “relevant Kuwaiti bodies
are keen on cooperating with the Philippine Embassy in
providing assistance related to the pending applications of
Filipino workers facing difficulties”.

With regards to the repatriation of 800 Filipino citizens
currently at this shelter, he said the Kuwaiti government
has granted them and other expatriates full amnesty for
any financial obligations they may have incurred for over-
staying or residency law violations. The government also
took steps to ease their travel, providing them with the
amnesty which was extended for another two months, in
response to calls from the Filipino government - with the
new deadline of April 22.

“This highlights, without a doubt, the extent of coopera-
tion and appreciation Kuwait extends with regards to its rela-
tionship with Republic of the Philippines, and its keenness on
cooperating with the Philippine Embassy on agreeing to
arrangements that enable their (Filipino citizens) repatria-
tion,” he added. On ensuring justice is served in lawsuits from
Filipino citizens, he said Kuwait has a fair and independent
justice system that is renowned for its transparency and
ensuring the rights and legal protection of all nationals and
expatriates living in the country.

Furthermore, on the matter of ensuring the peaceful and
humane treatment of Filipinos who have been held in deten-
tion post-deadline, he said Kuwait has an unblemished record
of human rights hailed by relevant international agencies. As
for freeing Filipinos hired by the Philippine embassy and who
did some acts that breached Kuwait’s sovereignty and laws,
and whose practices reflected interference in Kuwait’s inter-
nal affairs, he said they are now being investigated and
Kuwaiti authorities allowed their embassy’s staff to visit them.

Regarding allowing the Philippine foreign ministry’s diplo-
mats, who are in Kuwait now but not accredited as part of the
embassy’s staff in the country, to return to Manila, he said
Kuwait requests the Philippines to hand them over for investi-
gations. Jarallah concluded by reaffirming the accuracy, com-
mitment and efficiency of the Kuwaiti ambassador in Manila,
noting that he honored his commitments made during the
meeting with the Philippine foreign minister. — Agencies 

Duterte urges all
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Saudi Arabia - and the key Hodeida port on the Red Sea
coast. Shortly after Sammad’s funeral began, the Houthis said
they had launched eight ballistic missiles into the kingdom.
The coalition confirmed it had intercepted four missiles
headed for the southern Saudi coastal city of Jizan, one day
after the kingdom’s defense forces said they had downed a
missile headed for the same area. While the coalition state-
ment said the attack claimed no casualties, Jizan’s civil
defense spokesman Colonel Yahya Abdullah Al-Qahtani told
Al-Arabiya that a Saudi citizen had been killed by falling
shrapnel. A picture accompanying the Arabiya TV report
appeared to show the outside of a civilian home pockmarked
by shrapnel. A coalition spokesman did not immediately
respond to a request for confirmation. The rebels have
ramped up their missile attacks on Saudi Arabia this year.
One person was reported killed by falling shrapnel in Riyadh
last month.

In Sanaa, Houthi supporters lined the streets yesterday
for the funeral of Sammad and six others killed in the April 19
strike. Rebels dressed in military fatigues marched ahead of
his hearse, which included seven cars draped in the Yemeni

flag and accompanied by a marching band.
Meanwhile, Washington’s newly appointed secretary of

state landed in Riyadh yesterday on a tour of America’s key
Middle East allies, after vowing to bring some “swagger”
back to US diplomacy. The Saudi capital is the first stop on a
three-day trip that will also take Mike Pompeo to Israel and
Jordan to update friends on President Donald Trump’s plans
for the Iran nuclear deal. Pompeo was met on the tarmac in
Riyadh by a sizeable Saudi Arabian delegation, including the
kingdom’s Foreign Minister Adel Al-Jubeir and ambassador
to the US Khalid bin Salman - brother of the powerful
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. 

Trump is widely expected to pull the United States out of
the Iran accord next month, re-imposing sanctions against
Tehran’s nuclear program. Pompeo insists the president has
not yet made the decision. The former CIA chief, who was
sworn in as Trump’s top diplomat on Thursday and set off
within two hours for Brussels, will consult with leaders of
Iran’s main regional opponents ahead of the announcement.

But he also has a second, more personal mission, to show
foreign capitals and his own colleagues that US diplomacy is
back on track after the troubled reign of his sacked prede-
cessor Rex Tillerson. Trump’s first secretary of state, a for-
mer oil executive, failed to fill senior positions, embarked on
unpopular bureaucratic reforms and had conspicuously little
chemistry with the president. Pompeo - a former army offi-
cer, businessman and conservative congressman - wanted to
set off on the road immediately on being sworn in, in order to
reach out to NATO and Middle East allies. — Agencies

Strike kills dozens 
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In a separate report, KCNA said the two leaders had
a “candid and open-hearted exchange of views” on
issues including “ensuring peace on the Korean
Peninsula and the denuclearization of the peninsula”. The
Rodong Sinmun newspaper, the mouthpiece of the
North’s ruling Workers’ Party, devoted the first four of
its six pages to the event, carrying a total of 60 photos,
15 of them on page one. State television broadcast sev-
eral minutes of footage from the meeting, including the
leaders’ embrace, but with a voiceover throughout, and
deployed veteran newsreader Ri Chun Hee to read out
the declaration.

Yang Moo-jin of the University of North Korean
Studies said the breadth of coverage was a signal the
North was “sincere in its commitment”. “It is also anoth-
er signal to Washington in the lead up to the US-North
Korea summit that the ball is in your court now,” he told
AFP. When Kim stepped over the military demarcation
line that divides the peninsula he became the first North
Korean leader to set foot in the South since the Korean
War hostilities ceased in 1953 with an armistice rather
than a peace treaty.

He then persuaded Moon to step into the North - a
fact reported by KCNA yesterday - and the two leaders

shared a day of smiles, intimate moments, and a half-
hour-long one-on-one conversation. The North has
made rapid progress in its weapons programs under
Kim, detonating its sixth and most powerful nuclear test
last year and launching missiles capable of reaching the
US mainland, in moves that triggered increasingly strict
UN Security Council sanctions against the regime.

Kim and US President Donald Trump traded personal
insults and threats of war, sending tensions soaring
before Moon seized on the Winter Olympics to broker
dialogue, beginning a dizzying whirl of diplomacy that
led to Friday’s meeting in the Demilitarized Zone.
Analysts and diplomats say that a combination of factors
were behind Pyongyang’s change of heart, including
feeling that it was in a position to negotiate from
strength, the looming impact of sanctions, and fear of
potential US military action.

But KCNA gave Kim the credit. “The historic meeting
at Panmunjom came to be realized thanks to the supreme
leader’s ardent love for the people and will for self-
determination” independent of outside influence, it said.
Washington is pressing Pyongyang to give up its
weapons in a complete, verifiable and irreversible way,
and analysts say that meaningful progress will depend
on the outcome of Kim’s much-anticipated summit with
Trump in the coming weeks.

Trump said yesterday that “things are going very
well” after talking with Moon about the  upcoming
eagerly-awaited summit. “Just had a long and very good
talk with President Moon of South Korea. Things are
going very well, time and location of meeting with North
Korea is being set,” Trump wrote on Twitter. — AFP

N Korea says summit 
opens new peace...
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India signalled as recently as Tuesday its opposition to
the grand trade and transport plan because one of its
branches runs through Pakistani-administered Kashmir,
which India claims. Xi and Modi agreed their problems
would be resolved with time. China’s Foreign Ministry, in a
separate statement, cited Xi as telling Modi their nations
were major drivers of world economic growth and a good
relationship would be positive for global stability. 

Indian Foreign Secretary Vijay Gokhale said both leaders
had agreed they could handle their differences peacefully.
“On the issue of the India-China boundary question, the two
leaders endorsed the work of the special representatives in
their efforts to find a fair, reasonable and mutually acceptable
settlement,” he said. “And the two leaders also underscored
that in the meantime it is important to maintain peace and
tranquility in all areas of the India-China border region,”
Gokhale said.

Kong said Modi and Xi did not discuss last summer’s bor-
der flare-up, although they agreed to seek a fair, reasonable
and mutually acceptable settlement to the boundary problem.
“The biggest takeaway was that we have to increase mutual

trust,” he said. “The reason that we had this dispute was
because we were both mistrustful of each other.”

Chinese state media praised the tone of the trip. The over-
seas edition of the ruling Communist Party’s official People’s
Daily said in a front page commentary on Saturday “two
great countries ought to have great co-operation”.  It pub-
lished a large photo of the two leaders shaking hands. The
official China Daily said in an editorial there was no denying
mutual suspicion was keeping the two countries from working
together. “Yet neither Beijing nor New Delhi calls the other an
enemy, which means both expect bilateral ties to improve.
Indeed, China and India are natural partners,” it said.

Despite the upbeat statements, which on Friday included
Modi inviting Xi to India for a similar informal summit next
year, there were no concrete agreements reached. Still, Kong
said there are a number of projects China and India can
cooperate on in the spirit of Belt and Road. “We won’t force
them to do something they don’t want to do,” he said. India
has long been apprehensive about China’s traditionally close
ties with Pakistan. For its part, China has been concerned
about US efforts to draw India into a maritime “quad” of
democracies, including Japan and Australia.

China is also suspicious of India’s hosting of the Dalai
Lama and other exiled Tibetans. Kong said China did not
believe India had changed its official position that Tibet is
part of China. Modi and Xi are set to meet again soon,
when Modi visits China in June for a summit of the China
and Russia-led Shanghai Cooperation Organization securi-
ty bloc. — Reuters 

Xi, Modi seek 
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be years before he can return to his restaurant job. “I was
planning to get married soon. I’m not thinking about it any-
more,” he said.

The Israeli army says it fires live rounds only as a “last
resort” to protect soldiers and the fence. It has accused
Gaza’s Islamist rulers Hamas of exploiting the demonstrations
and using the protesters as human shields. Since the protests
began, Israeli troops have shot more than 1,500 people. The
vast majority are young men, and most of the wounded were
hit in the legs, according to the health ministry in Gaza.
Twenty-one people have had limbs amputated. Among those
killed there have been two journalists and several teenagers.

The asymmetry of force has brought criticism of Israel’s
policies. No Israelis have been injured since the protests
began. The European Union and others have called for an
investigation into Israel’s response, but the Jewish state has
rejected the idea. The United States, Israel’s strongest backer,
has blocked moves for a probe at the United Nations.

Doctors have reported unusually severe injuries. “What is
unusual is the lesions and the fact that the wounds are very
wide, and the bones can be in many fragments,” Marie-
Elisabeth Ingres, head of the Doctors Without Borders mis-
sion (MSF) in the Palestinian territories, told AFP. The charity
has given nearly 600 people post-operative care since
March 30.

Abdel Latif El-Hajj, director general of hospitals in Gaza,
accused Israel of using types of ammunition aimed at per-
manently disfiguring their targets. He told AFP the army was
using “expanding bullets” that separate inside the body,
“breaking the bones and blood vessels, causing severe rup-
turing of the tissue”. Amnesty International on Friday said
some of the wounds appear consistent with bullets that
expand inside the body. Such ammunition is considered ille-
gal in international warfare. AFP could not independently
confirm the claim.

“The nature of these injuries shows that Israeli soldiers
are using high-velocity military weapons designed to cause
maximum harm to Palestinian protesters that do not pose
imminent threat to them,” an Amnesty statement said. It
accused Israel of “deliberate attempts to kill and maim” pro-
testers. In a statement the Israeli army said it was only using
“standard weapons and ammunition that are lawful under
international law”, and accused Gaza’s health ministry of
regularly spreading false information. — AFP

Israeli gunfire in 
focus after scores...


